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INTRODUCTION
In ma thematics, certain basic concep ts, such as sym-
metry and infinity, are so pervasive and adaptable that
they can become elusive to the student. Understand-
ing these concep ts and the tools for studying them is
often a long process that extends over many yea rs in
a student's career. Students first see infinity appear-
ing as the potential infinite inherent in the positional
number system, then implicit in plane geometry, and
even tually underlying all of calculus and analysis.
Students begin to use symmetry with commutativity
and associativity in arithmetic, making more use of it
in Euclidean geometry and p lan e geo metry, and may
eventually see it in terms of transform ation gro ups.
Nevertheless, it is natural to want to teach these con-
cepts in their full va lue from the very beginning. This
p ape r will describe how I have been introducing stu-
dents in a general education geometry course to the
concept of symmetry in a way that I feel gives them a
comprehensive understanding of the mathematica l
approach to symmetry.
WHY TEACH SYMMETRY?
Symmetry is found everywhere in nature and is also
one of the most prevalent themes in art, architecture,
an d design in cu ltures all over the world and through-
out human history. Symmetry is cer tainly one of the
most powerful and pervasive concepts in mathemat-
ics. In the Elements, Eucl id exploited symmetry from
the very first proposition to make his proofs clear and
straightforward. Recognizing the symmetry that ex-
ists am ong the roots of an equation, Galois was able
to solve a centuries-old problem. The tool that he de-
veloped to und er stand sy mmetry, n am el y group
theor y, has been used by mathematician s ever since
to define, study, and eve n create symmetry.
Students are fascin ated by concre te examples of sym-
metry in nature and in art. The study of symmetry
can be as elementary or as adva nced as one wishes;
for example, one can simply locate the symmetries of
designs and p atte rns, or one use sym metry groups as
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a comp rehensible w ay to introduce students to the
abstract approach of modern mathematics. Further-
more, the ideas used by mathema ticians in study ing
symmetry are not unique to mathematics and can be
fou nd in othe r areas of human thought. By looking at
symmetry in a broader context, students can see the
in terconnec tedness of m a th ema tic s with other
br anches of know ledge.
For these reasons, ma ny mathematicians today feel
that the mathema tical st udy of symmetry is worth-
while for general education students to explore.
A LINK BETWEEN SYMMETRYANDLIFE
The central idea in the mathematical study of sym-
metry is a symmetry transforma tion, which we can
view as an isomorphism tha t has some invariants. For
example, a symmetry transformation of a design in
the plane is an isometry that leaves a certain set of
points fixed as a set. I would like students to rea lize
that this concept of symmetry transformation, as ab-
stract as it may appear, can be connected to ideas that
may seem more central to a view of life as a whole; for
this, I in troduce a verse from the Bhagavad-Gita.
In the Bhagavad-Gita, Lord Krishna lays out the com-
plete knowledge of life to his pupil Arjuna, just as a
great battle is about to begin. This work has long been
appreciated for the great wisdom that is expounded
in just a few sho rt chapters. A verse tha t seems to me
to capture the essence of the ma thematical study of
symmetry is part of Krisna' s exp lana tion of the field
of action (chapter 4, verse 18, lt l):
He who in action sees inaction
and in inaction sees action is
wiseamongmen. He is united, he
has accomplished all action.
How is th is related to symmetry? A geometric figure
that we wish to study is usually given as a set of points
existing in some ambient space. For example, a tiling
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pattern may be given as a collection of line segments
in the p lane. A symmetry tra nsformation can be re-
garded as "action" and invariants can be regar de d as
"inaction." We begin wi th a non-dynamic situation
(the set of points of the tiling pa ttern sitting in the
plane) and then find some dynamism (the symme try
tra ns formation) . Thus, in inaction, we see action. But
a symmetry tran sformation is not just any action; it
m ust leave the pattern (as a set of points) invarian t.
Thus, wha t is important to us is that in this action (the
transformation), we are able to see inaction (the in-
variance of the set of p oints ma king up the pattern).
This is the seed of all tha t I want students to know
about symmetry: action and inaction, a transform a-
tion and its invariants, what changes and what stays
the same.
With this, the students gain a unifying perspective on
the concept of symmetry that can help them under-
stand it ini tially and that can later he lp them simplify
and uni fy all the occurrences of this concept as they
are met and eventually understan d symmetry groups,
invariants, and so on. This theme can also help stu-
dents connect all instances of symmetry that they have
Asymmetry transformation is notjust anyaction;
it must leave the pattern (as a setof points)
invariant. Thus, what is important to us is thatin
this action (the transformation), we are able to
see inaction (the invariance of the setof points
making up the pattern).
already seen to this one unifyin g perspective . For ex-
amp le, in the commuta tive and associative properties
of arithmetic, the positions of the numbers or paren-
theses change, but the answer does not cha nge. For a
tiling, the Eucl idean plane can be rotated, reflected or
translated in certa in ways, but the pattern rema ins the
sam e. A knot can be move d an d redrawn, but its
Conway polynomial is invariant, an d so on.
This verse from the Bhagavad-Gita not only captures
the essence of symmetry, it also he lps students un-
de rstand the importance of invarian ts wherever they
might see them. In his commentary on this verse,
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi [1] expla ins tha t "in action
sees inaction" means that one sees the noncha nging
unmanifest absolute silent level of pure consciousness
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underlying the no rmal activity of thinking, perceiv-
ing, and acting. Thi s silent level of life is the source of
the active levels of life; it is subtler and more abstract
than the active levels, bu t mo re powerful and more
important. Elsewhere, Mah arishi exp lains this using
an analogy of the ocean. The ocean is silent at its
depths and the dy namism of the waves is just the na tu-
r al e xp res sion of th e si le n t lev el s; th e s ile n t,
nonchanging level is more fundamenta l. Thus, it is
the invariants of a transformation that will be useful
to us, even though at firs t the y may seem difficult to
grasp because of their subtlety or abstraction . With
this perspective, whenever we see a transfor mation,
our first quest ion is, "What are the inv ariants? What
do esn 't cha nge?"
For students at Maharish i Unive rsity of Management,
this understa nding takes on a very personal meaning
in terms of their practice of the Transcend ental Medi-
tation technique , w hich allows the ac tive th inking
mind to settle down to the silent, nonactive state of
consciousness at its source. In their own experience,
they see that their consciousness has two aspects, ac-
tive and silent, and that the silent level is more fund a-
mental and more pow erful than the dynamic level. In
a very concrete way, they are able to connect the ideas
of symmetry transformation an d invariants to the ir
own personal experience.
TEACHING SYMMETRY
Students come to mathematics with rather limited
ideas of symme try; frequ en tly the word symmetry is
interpreted to mean "bilateral symme try" and noth-
in g more. Neverthe less , they w ill have seen symme-
try in many forms already: nature, manufactured ob-
jects, art and architecture, and even in mathematics
(com mutativity, circles and squares, od d and even
functions, an d so on) . It is good for students to have
an understanding of sym metry that inclu des all the
examples tha t they have seen and lays a foundation
for fur ther study. I want to introduce them to the idea
of symmetry transformation, even though they may
not know what a function is, so tha t they will remem-
ber it, feel that it is importan t, and be able to ma ke
some use of it. Stude nts should realize that symmetry
locates some un derlying property that may be more
abstract and less obvious but is more unifying and
more d iscriminating. I also want students to have
some insight into why symmetry is at tra ctive and aes-
thetically appealing to us.
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Using the verse from the Bhagavad-Gita as a gu ide,
symmetry can be learned in a unifying way that stu-
dents seem to enjoy.
We beg in wi th a discussion of what sym metry is, re-
cord ing some of the students' po ints on the board .
Then we examine some finite designs from the ar t-
wo rk of different cultures and revise our notions of
sym metry based on the fact that these designs should
come under our de finition of sym metry. To motivate
this d iscussion, I bring up the idea that mathematics
needs a precise defini tion that can allow us to defini-
tively say whether something is symmetric or not and
that a good definition will also help us to study ob-
jects in term s of the proper ty.
Here, the idea of symmetry transforma tion is intro-
duced. We look at some of the designs and find rota-
tions and reflections and see tha t a rotation followed
by a rotation is another rotation, a reflection followed
by a reflection is a rotation, and the composition of a
reflection and a rotation, in either ord er, is a reflec-
tion . Further investigation reveals the fundamental
properti es of finite designs: (1)Apattern can have only
rotations, but not only reflections and (2) If the iden-
tity is treated as a rotation and there are reflections,
then there are just as many rotations as reflections.
At this point, I introduce the Bhagavad-Gita verse and
we spend quite a bit of time understanding the verse
and how it can be interpreted in terms of symmetry
transformations. The questions "What changes?" and
"What stays the same?" start to become part of the
students' way of thinking.
The first applicat ion of this way of thinking comes
when we star t working out the group table for the
symmetry group of an equilatera l triang le. After two
sym metries are performed, one needs to determ ine
what one symmetry is equivalent to the composition.
We look at what stays the same. If one vertex of the
triangle is left fixed, the composition is a reflection. If
no vertices are left fixed (so tha t only the cen ter is
fixed >. then the composition is a rotation. If we want
to determine the type of a give n transformation, look
at what is fixed: if only a point is fixed , it is a rotation
about that point; if a line is fixed, it is a reflection across
that line; if everything is fixed, it is the identity.
As we move on to frieze ornaments and wa llpaper
pa tterns , to identify all possible transformations be-
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comes more challenging. NO\v, we can think of "inac-
tion " in terms of sameness, lack of change. Locate a
motif or small design that is repeated throughou t the
who le pattern; then see if there is a way to transform
that motif or design to as many of its repetition s as
possible. If any of these transforma tions are symme-
tries of the pattern as a whole, then we have located a
symmetry transformation. And the bes t way to de-
scribe the transformation is to say what stays the same:
the center of rotation , the axis of reflection , the di rec-
tion vector for a transla tion and the di rection vector
for a glide reflection <the lines determined by these
vectors are fixed ).
THE BEAUTY OF SYMMETRY
When students beg in to design their own pa tterns,
they start thinking in terms of aes thetics, what pat-
terns they like and want to work on themselves.
Symmetry is beaut iful and fascina tin g . From the
cha rm of a snowflake to the deep sp iritu ality of
Leonardo's last supper, symmetry has an essen tial role
in nature and art. Can the understanding of symme-
try that we have gained. here help us in any way to
understand this role? We have seen tha t a sym met ri-
cal pattern gives rise to symmetries or transformations
Symmetry is beautiful and fascinating. From the
charm of asnowflake to thedeep spirituality
of Leonardo's lastsupper, symmetry has an
essential role in nature andart.
of the pattern wh ich leave it essent ially uncha nged .
From the Bhagavad-Cita. we see tha t life has two as·
poets, active and inactive . Accord ing to Maharishi (1 l.
the silent level of life is pure consciousness, the source
of thought, and it is su bjectively experienced as bliss;
whenever the active level of the mind begins to move
in the direction of the silent level of the mind, there is
increasing bliss. An artistic pattern or structure of na-
ture expresses the diversity of relative existence , ye t
in the repetition of aspects of the design or structure,
that is, in the symmetry, an underlying sameness or
unifying value is indicated . The mind is spontane-
ous ly led to experience activity and silence simu lta-
neously. This is in the di rect ion of the nature of the
experience described in the verse of the Bhagavad-
Gita tha t we have examined . Thus, our anal ysis can
help shed light on the cha rming nature of symmetry.
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CONCLUSION
Mathematics is part o f life; mathematicians doing
mathematics are subject to the same natural laws that
govern all of life. A deep understanding of the whole
of life should give us the kind of insight that will help
us understand the parts of life, ind ud ing some very
specific aspect of mathematics. This paper presents
how one expression of knowledge about the nature
of life from the Bhagavad-Gita can be used to go
deeply in to the mathematical study of symmetry and,
hopefully, acts as a suggestion that this bringing to-
ge ther of mathematics and life as a whole can be done
in other ways .
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Life Math
Kathy Hayes
Don't take this 2 personal.
It can be +, not - .
OUf thoughts might be II.
The possibilities are relative.
Keep the R perspective.
Choosing division over sub traction,
It's su rely the right theory.
But whole numbers are better than t ft!i- ,-!-
Don 't try to predetermine.
The addition is complete.
The (r = a + b) is on the board .
The eraser is obsolete.
Will there be progression?
Will the '? 's be multiplied?
Problem solving can be fun!
Are the totals on your side?
Don't choose perfection.
Is that not possible?
Are you < or >?
Is th e answer plausible?
Study the ba sic principle.
Does quality = value?
A story problem? T or F?
Calculate the % and review,
Review, REVIEW!
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